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ABSTRA CT

The 700 ab aircraft reconnaissance data for 25 selected

northwest Pacific tropical cyclones were analyzed and ccm-

pared with similar data for Atlantic tropical cyclones.

Correlations of cbserved winds and winds calculated from the

height gradient indicated that the cyclostrophic equation

provided a very good approximition of the observed wir.ds,

although the rcot lean square and bias errors sugge-stad that

a gradient wind expression was a slightly batter estimate. A

wind-radius relationship evaluated by Shea and Gay (1972)

for Atlantic cyclones was shown to apply very well for this

data set also. Based cn the surface pressure-equivalent

potential temperatare relationship noted by Malkus and Riehl

(1960), it is proposed that periods of rapid/explosive deep-

ening are related to the inward transport to the eyewall of

"pulses" of high equivalent potential temperature air. The

evaluation of the aircraft reconnaissance data from four

super typhoons su;gests, but does not provide conclusiv.

proof, that such pulses do exist.
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To define the structure and dynamics of any atmospheric

phenomenon, it is necessary to obtain observational data,

both horizontally and vertically, in the vicinity of the

phenomenon. The data collezted, e.g., temperature, humid-

ity, height of pressure surface, wind Ii=ec-ion and speed,

can be used to construct a model of the phenomenon. Theo-

ries which have been developed to descrioe the phenomenon in

physical or mathematical terms can the. be testd agains-.

the "ground truth" of the observationil model. Routine

meteorological observations from pilo- balloons, rawin-

sondes, aircraft and, more recently, satellite sounders,

have bocome available only within the latter half of this

century. Surface observations are generally clustered near

land masses. Quality upper air data ave.: oceans are con-

fined to the few island reporting stations and along airline

routes and, therefore, usually do not adequately describe

the significant weather activity over large areas of the

ocea ns.

One area of research which has suffered greatly from the

scarcity of high quality observational lat& is the study of

tropical cyclones. Data collected in the vicinity of



tropical cyclones are sparse for two reasons: 1) tropical

cyclones tend to be confined for most of thei_ lives to

tropical ocean areas, where the number of upper air obs.rv-

ing sites is limited; and 2) aircraft and ships tend to

avoid tropical cyclones for safety considerations.

Due to these constraints on the? guanity of t:opical

cyclone data, studies using these ati r necassarily of

two basic types: the "case study" method and the "composite

method". The case study approach involve.s the study of the

observations associated with single tropical cyclones (e.g.,

La Sour and Hawkins, 1963). This t.=hnique can only be

employed if a large amount of data has been collected (e.g.,

via special aircraft reconnaissance) because the normal data

coverage is gene-lly too sparse to dsc.-ibe the tropical

cyclone structure adequately. The ccmposite method may be

divided into three subgroups. Tha "rawinsonde composite"

technique involves the combination of a large number of

ravinsonde observations cc'lected from differsnt storms over

a long time period (Jordan, 1952; Frank, 1977). The "com-

posite aircraft reconnaissance data" zethod involves the

evaluation of a large number of aircraft observations in the

vicinity of many tropical cyclones (Shea and Gray, 1973).
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The third method combines aircraft and rawinsonis lata

through a compositing technigue. The ravinsonde composi ,:

studies have proviled valuable insight in-o the la::Te scals

structure of the tropical cyclone and its 3nvironmen-. How-

ever, inferences zoncerning the structure =lose to the cen-

ter of the system, e.g. within 100 UM (na--ical miles),

become tenuous because of the smaller lita base available.

Upper-air soundings near the center of t.cp;.cal cyclon.s are

rare for two reasons. Tropical cyclones form ovir tropical

oceans away from rawinsonde sites, and it is very difficult

'o launch rawinscndas during the advers. weather conditions

associated with mature tropical cyclones.

On the other hand, reccnnaissance aircraft have provided

routine observa-ions of the tropical zyclone circulation

-uring various stales of its developmen:. The major draw-

back to aircraft cbservations is that they are taken at only

a small number of pressure levels (usully only one), and

thus do not provide the vertical structure information which

a rawinsonde does. Still, much information concerning the

central structure =an be gleaned from the large amount of

aircraft data which is available from many cyclones.

13



This thesis presents analyses of 733 mb aircraft recon-

naissance data for 25 selected tropical cyclones which

ozcurred in the nDrthwest Pacific between 1978 and 1981.

The first goal of this study was to de:ermine if -hq meteo-

rological observations obtained by operational r=connais-

sance aircraft (whose primary mission is forecas- sipport)

are of sufficiently high quality to provide tropical cyclone

structure information which is consistent with the informa-

tion provided by the more sophisticated research aircraft.

Second, an attempt was made to determine, from the 700 mb

aircraft data, if a relationship exists between -:he arrival

of high equivalent potential temperiture air near the

eyewall and a subsequent drop in central surface pressure.



A. BACKGROUND

Early aircraft reconnaissanze (T S W&, Inc, 1945; Wexler

and Wood,1945) was conducted primarily to determine whether

it was possible for an aircraft to penetrate safely through

the center of a mature tropical cyclone. Observations dur-

inq these flights were mainly visual, but thay did provide

now information -oncerning the large-scile dynamic and

thermodynamic processes which take place n.ar the canter of

a tropical cyclone. For exampl., arly reconnaissance

flights discovered the existence of a narrow band of ascend-

ing air near the cyclone center, "the eyvwall", with gener-

ally descending air (except in the vicinity of the

rainbands) outside of this area (;exlr and Wood, 1945).

Prior to these obeservitions, it was thought that iscending

air should exist over the entire area encompassed by the

cyclone, with descending air only within the eye.

By the late 1940's, aircraft reconnaissance to support

tropical cyclone forecast centers was being routinely con-

ducted by the U.S. Navy and Air Force in the Atlantic and
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the northwest Pacific Oceans. Although these fli7h-s were

operational in nature, it was often possible -to ga-her

research data. Simpson (1952, 1954) and Simpson a.. S-ar-

ret-t (1955) perforied the first extensive evaluation of air-

craft reconnaissance data from operational and ccesearch

flights inte both Atlantic and ncr-.hwust Pacific tropical

cyclones. Infcrmation providal by these studies expanded

and, in some cases, altered the existing theories of the

horizontal and vertical structure of the tropical cyclone

temperature and wind fields, pressure gradiaents and associ-

ated cloud features. With the adven- of specially equipped

tropical cyclone research aircraft in 1955, -t was possible

to inucr.ase both the quantity and quality of the data col-

lacted. This advaacement was crucial for the detailed study

of the near-eye structure as well as -:he wind, pressure,

temperature and dewpoint fields (La Seu: anI Hawkins, 1963).

Thu most complete study to date of the tropical

cyclone's inner core region was accomplished by Shea and

gray (1973), who composited 13 years af research &ircraft

reconnaissance data for tropical cyclones in the west Atlan-

tic Ocean. The composite of this large amount of data

allowed the documentation of subtle wind and temperature

16



asymmetries. The variability among the individual cyclones

was also demonstrated.

Studies of aircraft reconnaissance lita from operational

and research flights have also provided the operational

forecaster with some useful tools. These include: a tech-

nique for estimating central sea lave], presSure from air-

craft observations (Jordan, 1958); a proposed m thod for the

determination of tropical cylone intensity throuqh upper-

tropospheric aircraft reconnaissance (G=ay, 1979b); and a

technique for forecasting intense tropical cyclones using

aircraft-provided temperature and dew point data (Dunnavan,

1981).

B. NORTHWEST PACIFIC AIRCRAFT DATA COLLECTIONI

Tropical cyclone aircraft reconnaissince in the north-

wast Pacific is conducted by the 546th Weather Reconnassance

squadron of the United States Air Forze using WC-130 air-

craft. Since 1978, the Aircraft Reonnaissance Weather

Officer (ARWO) on each reconnaissance assion has prepared

"peripheral data" messages which are relayed to the fore-

casters at the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) in Guam

via teletype. The peripheral data sessage contains the

position of the tropical cyclone's 700 mb center, the 700 ab

17



he ghht, temperature and dew point at that center; and -he

700 ub height, temperature, dew point and flight level wind

at 30. 60, 90 and 120 NM from the cyclone center for bo-th an

inbound and an outbound flight leg. Except in areas of

restricted airspace, the inbound and outbound lags are in

different (usually opposite) quadrants of the cyclone. it

has been the policy of the JTWC to request, ai:craft recon-

naissance to support at least two of the four daily tropical

cylcone warnings, when logistically possible. Thus,.700 mb

peripheral data, observed at intervals of 12 h (hours) or

less, has been collected for many northwest Pacific tropical

cyclones from 1978 to the present.

The 700 mb height data were obtainel using an AN/APN-42A

Radar Altimeter (or as a backup, eit.her an SCR-718 or

AN-133 Radio Al-ieter) , together with a 3ar:ett. Airsearch

Digital Pressure Encoer (or as a backup, an AIMS Counter-

drum pointer Aneroid Pressure Altimetar). The radar or

radio altimeter provided the absolute altitude of the air-

craft and the pressure encoder (or altiaeter) provided the

pressure altitude. A series of calculations and corrections

was employed to reduce these two measurements to a 700 mb

height value (Henderson, 1980). The accuracy of a 700 ab

18



height determined this way is about 20 a (Dqt 14, Air

weather Service, 1380, ryphoon Duty Officer Brief).

The 700 mb temperatures were measu.ed by a Rosemount

AN/ANQ-28 Total Temperature System. rhis device employs a

resistance element in an external probe which is positioned

to reduce frictional effects. It is a=u-it9 to within 10C

(Handerson, 1980) .

The 700 ub dew point temperatures were measured by a

Cambridge Systems AN/AMQ-34 Aircraft Hygrometer. This

instrument essentially measures the temperature of a mirror

which has been cooled to the point where condensation forms.

The device is accurate to within 10 C for temperaturss above

00 C (Henderson, 1980).

The flight level winds (i.e. 700 abj were deteruin.d

using a one-minute average from a Doppler radar. Measured

wind directions are accurate to within 5 degreas and speeds

to within 5 kt (knots). It should be noted that Doppler

attenuation in heavy precipitation could produce spuriously

low wind speed values (Det 4, Air Weather Service, 1980,

Typhoon Duty Officer Brief). Wind speeds were not reported

if it was obvious to the observer that extreme attenuation

had occurred. However, small reductions in wind speed due
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to attenuation wers generally not detectable, and t he=.For.

were a source of error in the lata base.

C. TROPICAL CYCLONES USED FOR THIS STUDY

It was d.cided that only those tropical cyclcnes which

transited the Philippine Sea east of the Philippine Islands,

wast of -:he Island of Guam and south of Japan would be con-

sidered for this study for the following reasons. By ana-

lyzing tropical cyc-lones which existed in the same general

area, but reacld different- intensities, it was hoped that

any geographic dependence on intensifization would be

reduced. Climatology indicates that the overwhelming major-

ity of northwest Pacific tropical cyclones pass through this

area (Joint Typhooa Warning Canter, 1979-1932). Also, most

tropical cyclones which reach super-typhoon strength, or

undergo a period of rapid i.tensifica-lon, io so "n .his

region (Holliday a2d Thompson, 1979). Rawinsonde sites ars

sparse in this part of the Pacific, so it was necessary for

the JTWC to request extensiv- aircraft =connaissance for

cyclones in this area. This region is also equidistant from

the reconnaissance aircraft launch and recovery sites at

Clarke Air Base in the Philippine Islands, Yckota Air Base

in Japan, Andersen Air Force Base on Guam, and Kadena Air

20



Base on Okinawa. Thus, the aircraft have long o.-s-.aticn

times which permit the ccllection of lirge amoun-s of data

in the vicinity of cyclones in this area. Reconnaissance

aircraft observations for storms outside of the region were

excluded from this study.

TABLE I
List of Tropical Cyclones With Peripheral Data

# ST u super typhoon, TY a -yphoon, TS = tropical storm

Year Month Cyglone Maximum Wind Min Pressure 4o. of
name (kt) (mb) Radial

Legs

1981 Aug TY# Thad 85 965 34
1981 Sep ST Elsie 150 893 38
1981 Nov TY Hazen 100 956 32
1981 Nov ST Irma 135 902 32
1981 Nov TS Jeff 35 999 6
1981 Dec TY Kit 115 924 60
1980 may TY Doe 90 956 14
1980 .a1 TY Ellen 110 931 60
198 Jul TS Ida 60 980 18
1980 Jul TY Joe 105 940 22
1980 Jul ST Kim 130 908 40
1980 Oct TY Betty 120 928 44
1979 Jan TY Alice 113 930 76
1979 .ar TY Bess 90 958 30
1979 Jul TS Faye 10 998 10
1979 Jul ST dope 130 898 6
1979 Aug TY Irving 90 954 34
1979 Aug ST Judy 135 887 52
1979 Sep TY Owen 110 918 58
1979 Oct ST Tip 165 870 102
1979 Nov ST Vera 140 915 28
1979 Dec TY Abby 110 951 64
1978 Jul TY Tix 70 967 44
1978 Oct ST Rita 155 878 58
1978 Nov TY viola 125 911 40

TOTAL RADIAL LEGS = 1002

The geographic constraints established above allowed the

selection of 25 tropical cyclones which developed between

1979 and 1981. 1l of the peripheral data for these 25

21



cyclones were obtained from the archives of the Naticnal

Climate Center (Tible I) . This set in:fluded eight super

typhoons (maximum sustained winds of 130 kt or greater),

nine average typhoons (maximum sustained wind5 bet een 100

kt and 130 kt) and eight weaker tropical cyclones ( maximum

winds less than 100 kt).

D. DATA PREPARATION

Copies of the peripheral data messages pr-pared by the

hRWOs were obtained from the National zlimate Center. The

message format was sufficiently consistent from year to year

to allow compiling of the data into a master file of all Cf

the aircraft observations from -the 25 tropical cyclones.

The master file contained 4008 obssvatioas, each of which

contained: the year, month, late and time of the observa-

tion, the cyclone name and number; the 700 mb height,

temperature and dew point at the cyclone zenter; the 700 mb

height, temperature, dew point and flight level wini speed

and direction at the location; the location of the cyclone

center (latitude and longitude) ; the location of the

)bservation with respect to the cyclone center by quadrant

and radial distance from the center (30, 60, 90, or 120 NH);

a designation which indicated whether the cyclone ultimately

22



became a weak, typical or super typhoon; and an indication

if the observation was made before tnI cyclone -eached

maximum intensity.

Eight consecutive lines represen-ed one peripharal data

massage. That is, four inbound observations ( at 123, 90,

60, and 30 NM) in one quadrant, and foa_" outbound observa-

tions ( at 30, 60, 90 and 120 NN) in anothe- quad-ant. To

reduce the effects of cyclone movement and asymmetr .es :n

the dynamic and theraodynamic fields, a second data set was

generated. This data set was composed of 2004 observations

which represented the metecrological va-iables at 30, 60, 90

and 120 NM as determined by averaging the values obtained on

the inbound leg and outbound leg at each radial distance fcr

each penetration of the tropical cyclone.

23
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Ill. 1Z N WIniZ Q ~

After the airccaft data had been averaged as described

in Chapter II and scanned for obvious errors, they were ana-

lyzed to determine if the wind observations sat-isfied gradi-

ent and/or cyclostrophic mass-wind balance. Also, a wind

speed-radius relationship was evalluatel and compared to a

relationship noted by Hughes (1952) , Malkus and Rie'al (1960)

and Shea and Gray (1972).

The evaluation of the observed winds involved thre.

basic assumpticns. First, it was assused that :he average

of the wind speeds for the inbound and outbound legs at a

radius was scmewhat representative of the wind spee for the

entire tropical cylcone at that radius and tims. This

assumption would have been stronger if it had been possible

to average more than just two radial legs at a time.

Secondly, it was assumed that the magnitude of the tangen-

tial wind could be approximated by tiq magnitude of the

observed wind. This assumption is supported by the findings

of Shea and Gray (1973), who determinel that there was very

weak azimuthally-averaged inflow or outflow at the

24



aid-levels (750, 650, 525 ub) from the radius of maximum

winds (RMW) to at least 40 NN. This implies that the radial

wind was either very small, or that the inward radial veloc-

ities occurred as often as the outward velocities. It was

assumed that Shea and Gray's results could be applied to the

700 mb level and cut to 120 NM. Wi-h a large lata 3et, such

as the one used in this study, the azimuthal averaging would

tend to eliminate the radial wind component so that the

observed wind woull be a good approximation of the tangen-

tial wind. Finally, the mass-wind balance equations which

were used in this study are valid for steady state situ-

ations only (i.e. the wind speed is not changing with time).

Although the data represent tropical cyclones at all stages

of development, it was believel that the large size of the

data set would allow for an assumption of steady state con-

ditions. This same assumption was 1lso made by Shea and

Gray (1973).

A. THE MASS-WIND BALANCE

The gradient wind balance equation (Holton, 1979) can

take the form:

+ fV=" (1)

where, V a tangential wind speed

25



r = radial distance from the center

f = Coriolis parameter

x = geopotential height

Solving for V with the positive root yiells:

V + LO +r at(2)

Because 700 mb height daka were available at 0, 30, 60,

90 and 120 NM from the cyclone center, b could be esti-

mated at 30, 60, and 90 NM using a ce.tered finite differ-

ence scheme. By using this approxia atioa to the le.-ivative,

it was possible to calculate gradient windl speeds based on

the latitude of the cyclone, the distance from the cyclone

center and the 700 mb geopctential heigtit gradient. These

gradient wind speeds were then compared to he observed wind

speeds (Table II).

The Coriolis parameter in the tropizs is small, and the

wind speeds associated with tropical cyclones can be high.

As a consequence, a scaling of the individual terms in the

gradient wind equation indicates that to a good

approximation, this equation can be reduced to i

cyclostrophic balance equation:

(3)
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or V r1 4i,(16r

Intuitively, this balance shoul be most applicable nsar the

cyclone center where r is small and/or in the !ower lati-

tudes where the Coriolis parameer is 3all. These cyclo-

strophic winds were also compared to th3 observed winds at

30, 60 and 90 NM (Tabla II).

TABLE II

Correlation of Cyclostrophic/Gradient Wind and Observed Wind

Balance Radius 3bs. Used Zorr. Ragression squation
(NM) Coeff. (winds in a/s)

"Ideal Case" 1.000 y = 1.000 x + 0.0

: radieant
30 ALL .782 y = 1.075 x + 2.5

Lat LT 20 N # .798 y = 1.116 x + 2.3
Lat GT 20 N * .736 y = .922 x + 4.4

60 ALL .812 y = 1.011 x + 2.1
Lat LT 20 N .809 y = 1.021 x + 1.7
Lat -T 20 N .805 y = .963 x + 3.9

90 ALL 800 = .947 x + 2.5
Lat LT20 H .824 = .988 x+ 1.4
Lat GT 20 N .685 y= .796 x + 7.0

Cyclostrophic
30 ALL .785 y = 1.081 x + 3.5

Lat LT 20 N .799 y = 1.127 x + 2.9
Lat -T 20 N .738 y = .922 x + 6.0

60 ALL .814 ; = 1.035 x + 3.8
Lat LT 20 N .809 = 1.038 x + 3.1
Lat GT 20 N .808 y = .969 K + 6.8

90 ALL 803 y = 1.011 x + 4.3
Lat LT 20 N .825 = 1.031 x + 3.1
Lat GT20 N .684 y = .810 x +11.2

% x refers to observed wind y refers to calculated wind
# observattons south o 20 fiorth latitude
observations north of 20 North latitude
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When all latitudes and all radii were included, the

correlations of the calculated wind speals with the observe4

wind speeds ranged from about 0.78 to 0.81 for both the gra-

dient and the cycLostrophic winds. The linear regression

equations are also listed in Table II. The coefficient

multplying the observed wind in the linsar regression equa-

tion is near 1.0 in most cases. The y in:ercept is generally

between 2 and 5 i/s, which suggests that the observed winds

are, on the average, 2 to 5 a/s lower than the calculated

gradient or cyclostrophic winds. This is reasonabla,

because the observed winds contained random errors due to

inaccuracies in the radius determination, and systematic

instrument errors. Also, fri:tional affects were not con-

sidered. Errors are likewise introduced due to the wind

averaging process. Anthes (1982) has shown -hat if tangen-

tial wind profiles which are in perfect gradient balance are

averaged, the resaltant set of averaged winds will actually

be subgradient. This may provid, an explanation for a t

least part of the discrepancy between the calculated and

observed winds noted previously. The Large number of cor-

related pairs (an average of 450 per case), together with

the linear regression equations, support the contention that
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the calculated wiads are a good estimate of the obse-vsi

winds.

Significant differences between the correlation of

observed winds with gradient winds, and that of observed

winds with cyclostrophic winds, were not evident. An

attempt was made to discern the effeots of the Coriolis

parameter by evaluating the cyclostrophi: and gralint winds

for cyclones north and south of 20 N . Agai.n, tnera was no

significant difference, although the correlation coefficient

was smaller for the 90 NN winds of cyclones north of 20 N.

This was probably because many of the zyclones wers weaken-

ing and/or undergoing extrat-opical t-aasition north of 20

N. As a result, the wind and mass fields were becoming

deformed to such an extent that the symmety assumptions

previously stated were no longer applicable.

The largest correlation coefficients ware associated

with the 60 NM winds (Fig. 1 and 2) and the lowest with the

30 NN winds (Fig. 3 and 4). It was suspacted that the lower

correlations at 30 NH were due to a combination of the

effects of the proximity of the 30 NI observation to the

eyewall, which could differ significantly from cyclone to

cyclone, and the Doppler attenuation problems which can
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occur in the heavy precipitation near the cyclone center.

Also, since the slope of the 700 mb surface begins to change

very rapidly across the region from the eyewal! to ths

cyclone center, the centered finite difference approxima-

tion to the derivative of geopoter.tial height with respect

to radial distance may become less accurate. This is criti-

cal, since -he height at the center and tha hsight at 60 NR

were used to estimate the derivative at the 30 N. radius.

These computational inaccuracies could con-ribut. to the

larger amount of scatter about the line-r regression "best

fit" lines at wind speeds greater than 20 m/s. Since the

scatter below 20 m/s is significantly less than the scatter

above 20 m/s (Fiqs. 3 and 4), a wind speed of 20 m/s (40 kt)

may indicate a threshold for accurate estimates of the inner

geopotential gradient. Below 20 m/s, the finite difference

approximation appears t. be valid, but as the 700 mb heights

fall near the cyclone center, and wind speeds increase to

above 20 m/s (tropical storm intensity), the accuracy of the

approximation decreases. This thresholl is possibly associ-

ated with the development of the eyewall, which is a crucial

stage necessary for the continued intensification of the

cyclone.
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I was also tested whether the error statistics at 30 NM

could be improvel by changin g the finite di ffer .encing

technique to reduce the inaccuracy in estiaating the 700 mb

slope across the eyevall. Therefore, the 30 N1 lata were

also analyzed using gradient and cyclos-rophic equations

which evaluated the 700 mb slope at 30 NM using --:e height

values at 30 and 60 NM, vice 0 and 60 N4. In both cases the

correlation coefficients were slightly sialler (0.779 versus

0.782 for the gralient case; 0.777 versus 0.785 for the

cyclostrophic case). Significant improvement was evident in

the RMS errors, however (as compared tD the RMIS values for

the centered differencing scheme listed in able III) . For

the gradient case, the RMS error dropped from 11.2 m/s to

8.8 m/s. For the cyclostrophi.- case, the RMS error dropped

from 11.69 m/s to 3.6 m/s. The decreases were probably due

to the elimination of the erroneously high gradient approxi-

matior.s associated with the small, co2pac, cylone.s. The

very large reductiDn in the RMS error which occurred in the

cyclostrophic case was probably due to the fact that the

magnitude of the cyclostroph4: wind is dependent entirely

upon the height gradient, whereas the gradient wind magni-

tude is also dependent upon the Coriolis parameter. The
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bias errors were of similar magnitudes, but different si.gns.

For the gradient case, the bias changed from 4.5 r/s -c -4.6

M/s. The cyclostrophic bias changed from 5.6 m/s -o -3.5

M/s. This implies that the centered differencing scheme

overestimated the slope and the non-ceatsred differencing

scheme underestimated it. The biggest discrepancies were

evident in the comparison of the regression equations. For

both the gradient and cyclostrophic cases the slops of the

regression line was reduced from near 1.0 t3 less thin 0.68.

This also emphasized the overall unla:estimation of the

height gradient by the non-centered diffae.ncing technique.

Thus, no particular advantage was gainal by using the non-

centered differencing techniqus at 30 Ni. Although errone-

ously high gradients were eliminated, erroneously low

gradients were introduced. It appears aa- 30 NM is a crit-
ical distance where finite differencing approximations

become tenuous. Some knowledge of eye radius would be

necessary to choose the proper scheme for a given situation.

The primary conclusion which can be drawn from rable II

is that for most pm:poses the mass-wind balance within 90 Nil

can be approximated by a cyclostrophic balance equation. An

examination of the root mean s;aare error (RIS) and the bias
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values (Table III), however, indicates that a gralient 6al-

ance equation may be slightly more accurate -hin the

cyclstrophic balance equation for this lata se: whn; a cen-

tared differencing approximaticn to the height derivativq Is

used. Both the 30 NM and the 60 NM RMS error and bias

values are lower for the gradient equation cass.

TABLE III
RMS Error and Bias Values for Gradian:/yclos-rcphic Winds

Gradient wind case: RMS (m/s) Bias (m/51
30 MM radias 11.23.50
60 NM radius 7.04 2.40

Cyclostrophic Wind Case:
30 NM radias 11.69 5.61
60 NM radius 3. 18 4.62

• Lio • •  e.---

No

0. 0.2.0 30. .0 5006.07.

win0 (.ax% at 60NMrdu. id*ms

UU
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Curve Is least squares best fit to "the data.
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B. THE WIND SPEED-RADIUS RELATIONSHIP

It has been observed (Hughes, 1952; Maikus ani Rie.hl,

1960; Ri --hl , 196 3 and She& and Gray, 1972) that the

horizontal wind structure of atropi--al cyclone can hb.

re presented by an e quation of the form:V rx  C (5)

where, v =tangential wind speed

r radial distanCe of observat.ion

from the cyclone center

C •COn.st anlt
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Riehl (1963) assumed conserv;tion of potential vortici-y

for a steady state hurricane. This assumption iaplies t at

the curl of the tangential frictional drag is equal to zero.

This further implies that the partial derivative of the sur-

face tangential stress with respect to height multiplied by

the radius is equal to a constant (since the partial deriva-

tive is proportional to the frictional Irag). Integrating

this partial derivative from the surface to the l.vel at

which the surface stress equals zero yields the =elation-

ship: rz = ccnstint, where r is the radial distance from

the cyclone center and T is -the surface tangential stress.

If the drag coeffirient is assumed to be zonstant, the sur-

face :angential stress is directly propo-itonal t-o the

square of the tangential velocity: t = constant X v2

Combining this equation with rr = constlnt produces vr5  =

co nstant.

Shea and Gray (1972) calculated a value for x, in (5) ,

of -1.05 (+/-0.6) inside the RMW (radius of maximum wind)

and 0.47 (+/-0.3) outside the RIW, for profiles of flight

levels between 900 to 500 ub. The litter value is very

close to the value of 0.5, determined by Riahl (1963).
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To calcul.ate a value for x in (5) fr=m the wind c-se=rva-

tions associated with the 25 tropical cyclones of this

study, (5) was expressed as:

V VrI C (6)

where, x - x,

InV =xf In r + Cor (7)

For each radial leg, a least squares best fit lire was

determined for the set of four pairs of (in V, in z) points

it 30, 60, 90, and 120 N. By evaluating the slope of the

(in V,ln r) lines for many ralial legs, it was possibls -to

obtain an average x'.

The data set used for this thesis di not contain suffi-

cient information to determine the RMW &ccuately. There-

fore, to eliminate those situaticns in whiah the 30 NM wind

observation was definitely wi-thin the RIW, only those radial

legs which disflayed an increase in wir.nd speed with decreas-

ing radius were considered. With this restriction, in aver-

age X of 0.47 (+/-0.2) was obtained for the data set. This

value is exceptionally close to Shea and 3ray's value, which

indicates that the quality of the oper.ational reconnaissance
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data is on a par with the quality of the data coll c-.ed by

research aircraft.

Using the exponent value of 0.47, equation (5) was

transformed to calculate the 700 mb tangen.ial wind at radii

greater than the RHW, given the wind speed at 120 M4.

.47

V(r) = V(120) [12A] 
(8)

where, V(r) * wind speed at ralius r

r * radius greater than RMW

V(120) - wind speed at 123 N.11

Correlations between the winds calculat .l using (8) ard the

observed winds are shown in rable IV.

TABLE ItV
Correlation of Winds CalcIla ed from Eg. (8) with ActualWin~s

Radius Corr. Coeff. Regression Equatio.

(NN) (CInds in m/s)

"Ideal case" 1.000 y a 1.000 x + 0.0
30 .735 y = 1.071 x - 1.6

60 .861 y - 1.366 x - 2.9

90 .920 y = 1.039 x - 1.9

y refers to calculated wind, x refers to observed wind
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For all three radii the correlation coefficients were

high and the calculated regression equation was very close

to the "ideal" equatioa. This is another demonstration that

the wind observations of this data set idh-re to the rela-

tionship which has been noted in previous research. This

contention is further supportSI by the small RMS =rror and

bias values (Table V).

TABLE V

RMS and Bias fcr the Wind-Radius Rela-ionship cf Eq. (8)

Radius (NM) RNS (m/s) Bias (a/s)
30 8.90 .85
60 4. 96 -1.17
90 3.24 -1.37

Figs. 5, 6 and 7 are plots of measured wind vs wind cal-

culated from (8) for radii of 30, 60, a-nd 90 NM, respec-

tively. The scatter about the best fit curves decreases

with increasing radius, which impli.s that the accuracy of

the wind-radius relationship of (8) is reduced as the radius

decreases from 120 NM. Specifically, the large scatter

about the best fit curve at 30 NM is probably due to the

proximity of the observations t* the radius of maximum wind

(which is not known), where the coefficient in (8) changes

values. Doppler attenution problems in that region, as

previously mentioned, can also produce spurious wind data.
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Riehl (1963) noted that (5), with x = D.5, aopearei to

hold for the tropical cyclones evaluated for his szudy. The

tangential velocities he considered, however, we.e gener-

ally obtained at altitudes of several thousand fee-. There-

fore, it may not be proper to conclude -:hat (5), with x =

0.5, is validated by these data. Riahi's :.lationship was

levelope4 from cther relationships wh::h involved surface

tangential stress, but these 700 mb observa-ions ars some-

what above the surface frictional layer. Also, the assump-

tion that the drag coefficient is constant -.hroughout the

tropical cyclone may be questioned. It may be more correct

to refer to (5), with x =-0.47, as simply an empirically

derived equation, without attempting to giv- a physical

iaterpretation to the relationship between wind and radius.
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IV.,

A. REVIEV OF TROPICAL CYCLONE INTENSIFICATION THEORIES

For the purposes of this study, tropical cyclone inten-

sity and change in intensity were arbitririly defined in

".erms of central surface pressure. Sheet-s (1969) showed

that the 100 mb surface in the vicini:y of a hurricane is

not altered by the presence of the tropical cyclone. Thus,

the central surface pressure is di.rectly proportional to the

mean temperature of the column of air over the center (by

the hypsometric equation). an analysis of the relationship

between central surface pressure (as detarained by extrapo-

lation from 700 mb) and 700 mb center tempera-.u-e (a crude

estimate of the mean temperature cf the air column) , pro-

duced a correlation coefficient of -0.68 fr.- the data of

this study. Given the large namber of :mperature/pressure

pairs evaluated (476) , a coefficient of this siza implies

that the two parameters are related, as was expectd (Fiq.

8)

The temperature/pressure relationship described above is

a cornerstone of most tropical c-yclone livelopment theories.
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A prevailing theory of tropical cycl~ne i=:ensificat.ion

(e.g. A.nthes, 1982) involves a rather complex series of

feedback mechanisms dealing with the release of latent heat

and the associated vertical adjustments, which arem not yet.

fully understood. A simplified explanation of this theory

is as follows. As low-level a ir spirals t.oward the cen.ter

of a developing tropical cyclone, the temperat-ure and mois-

tare cont.ent are increased due to fluxes of heat and water

vapor from the sea surface and downward transfer- of heat

from above due to entrainment. mixing ani subsidence, when
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this low-level air reaches the eyewall it begins to rise

rapidly. Cooling due to expansion evqntually in.ucss conl.en-

sation and the resultant release of tremendcus amounts of

latent heat. Rather than increlsing the ambient temperature

within the eyewall, the latent heat instead is .:ansformed

into potential energy by increasing the buoyancy of the air.

Once the air reaches the top of the eywall some of it is

eventually entrained into the eye where it is forcel tc sub-

side. The physical process resporsible for -his subsidence

is one of the phenomena which is nct fully understood. The

subsiding air within the eye warms by compression and pro-

duces a decrease in the surface pressure. Thus, the sens-

ble and latent heat which the air acquired as it passed over

the ocean surface eventually is manifest as an ambient
temperature increase and, therefore, pressure drop, winhin

the eye. The drop in surface pressure increases the inflow

near the surface which in turn enables the inflowing air to

absorb still larger amounts of sensible and latent heat

energy and the vertical circulitin is enhanced. Some of

this energy continues to find its way into the eye where it

causes still further temperature increases and associated

pressure drops, and the feedback cycle continues. Thq
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tangential wind near the center increases, as the vertical

circulation intensifies, due to cor.servation of angular

momentum. Once a tropical cyclone is deprived of its source

of latent and sensible heat, as is the case when it moves

owe= land, for example, dramatic weakening can occur.

As emphasized by Hollani (1983), alouds are a crucial

factor in the intensification process. Besides providing

the latent heat which controls the strength of the vertical

circulation, the clouds also provide for a local recycling

of mass. This recycling produces warmin; necessary to main-

tain a balance between the mass fiell and the developing

wind field under the vertical circulation. Also, Gray

(1979b) suggests that the recycling induces a local enhance-

ment of the evaporation from the sea surface which helps

balance the export of moist static energy by the vertical

circulation (Holland, 1983).

The simplified description of tropical cyclone develcp-

mant presented above, known as the CISK (conditional insta-

bility of the second kind) theory, was proposed by Charney

and Eliassen (1964). Other research (as summarized by

Holland, 1983, for example) has indicated that the CISK

theory does not adequately explain all aspects of tropical
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cyclone development. Ramage (1959) hypothesized that posi-

tive vorticity advection dovnstream of an upper-level trough

in the westerlies could induce upper-lavel divergencs over

an incipient tropical cyclone. The low-level convergence

associated with the upper-level divergence could -hen lead

to intensification. Riehl (1975) has proposed -ha- a tropi-

cal cyclone may intensify if a nearby cold upper-lgvsl t-o-

paspheric low collapses. A secondary circulation is se-t up

by the subsiding air in the cold low and the rising air in

the cyclone. Intensification occurs as angular momentum is

transported inward at low levels. Sadlar (1978) has noted

the relationship between tropical cyclone development and

the position of the Tropical Upper-Tropospheric Trough

(TUTT) relative to the cyclone. Hea suggests that the

establishment of easterly and westerly outflow channels by

the TUTT increases the ventilation of heat away from the

cyclone. This process appears to resul- in intensification,

although a complete explanation of how upper-level outflow

patterns affect intensity change is lacking. In addition to

the intensification mechanisms described above, which rely

to a great exent on thermodynamic processes, a purely

dynamic intensification mechanism has also been proposed.
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Conservation of angular momentmm producss regions of r.eg-

ative vorticity at upper levels near the center of a tropi-

cal cyclone. The Dutflow air can become inertially unstable

if this negative vorticity exceeds the planetary vorticity.

In this situation, outward acceleration at upper levels

would develop. Mass continuity would require surface con-

vergence, pressure falls and, therefore, cyclone intensifi-

cation. Although inertial instability is evident in

tropical cyclone models, it has not beq. directly observed

(Black and Anthes, 1971, for example).

From the discussion above, it seems probable that tropi-

cal cyclone intensificaticn is co.trollel by the interaction

between the cyclone and the synoptic scales of motion, as

well as the interaction between the moist convection and the

cyclone scales cf motion (CISK), as sugges:ed by Holland

(1983). The role of the synoptic scale envi-=onmsnt may be

to assist in organizing the moist conva:tion fields to per-

.it cptimum exploitation by zhe cyclone scale environment.

Although tropical cyclone intensification is controlled by

tho dynamic interaction between the cyclone and synoptic

scale environment, ,.t is ultimately dependent upon the moist

convection (Holland, 1983).
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Clearly, there is a direct relationship between the

strength of the vertical circulation aad the inte..ity of

the tropical cycloae. The more vigorous the vertical circu-

lation, the lower the central surface pressure and the

greater the tangential wind speed near the central region.

Since the vertical circulation is coat.oli'1. to . great

extent by the clouds near the circulation cente-, it is

plausible to assuie that a relationship may exis- between

changes in the near-center cloud energetics and subsequent

changes in cyclone intensification. It would noz be neces-

sary to know the exact cause of the caan;e in cloud ener-

getics (which may involve complex intera-tions) in order to

tvaluate the effects of such changes.

B. AN EQUIVALENT POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE STUDY

One parameter that can be used to estimate the energy of

a parcel of air (the non-kinetic portioal is the equivalent

potential temperature, since it takas into account the

energy lue to both sensible and latent heat. nalkus and

liehl (1960) attempted to determine the relationship between

a change in equivalent potential temperature and a cor-

responding change in surface pressure. They began with the

assumption that the conditions within the eyewall of a
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tropical cyclone are very nearly moist adiabatic. rhis was

later verified by Riehl (1970). The hydrostatic equation

was then integrated to determine the surface pressure under

the eyewall assuming that the 100 mb level was urdisturbed.

Because the air was assumed to be saturated, the equivalent

potential temperature within the columa was constant with

height and the temperature at any level could be determined

from a moist adiabat. Using this technijue, and solving for

different values of equivalent potential temperature, Malkus

and Riehl (1960) developed the following relationship:

AP -2,5( (9)

where, P= surface pressure change under eyewall

= equivalent potential temperature change

Using aircraft rezonnaissance data f3r Atlantic tropical

cyclones and a linear regression metaod, Riehl (1963)

determined the following empirical relationship:

(P1005) = -2.56 (o -350) (10)

where, P - surface pressure under eyewall

- equivalvent potential temperature

(1005 and 350 are reference values)
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Bell and Tsai (1973) found similar rasul.s from a s9: cf

no: thwest Pacific tropical cyclones, except the coefficisnt

was determined to be -2.25 vice -2.56.

The results of the above studies give a str.3.z indica-

tion that a change in equivalent potential tempera-ur:e is !

necessary, though probably not sufficien-, coni-tion for

-topical cyclone intensification. It :s furth-.r impliel

that those processes which govern -he transfer of sensible

and latent heat to the lower atmosphere ( ssa surface

temperature and wind speed, for example) also have a sigrif-

icant influence on the intensification pittern of a tropical

cyclone.

Tropical cyclones typically deepen it rates of i:ss than

1 mb/hour, but cccasionally a cyclone will undergo a period

of rapid, or even explosive, deepeaiag. Holliday and

Thompson (1979) defined rapid deepening as a pressure drop

of 30 zb in 24 hours (-1.25 mb/hour) and explosive deepening

as a drop of 30 mb in 12 hours (-2.5 mb/hour). The majority

of tropical cycloaes in the northwest Pacific whiCh reach

super-typhoon strength (maxim aa sustained surface wind

speeds of at least 130 kt, or a minisum central surface

pressure less than about 911 mb) attain that intensity
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following a period of explosive intensificat.ion (.Holl day

and Thompson, 1979.

Two attempts have been made to develop technigugas which

could be used to forecast explosive deepening based on 700

mb equivalent potential temperature. Sikora (1976) analyzed

dropsonde and upper air sounding data associated with tropi-

cal cyclones in the northwest Pacific. hn evaluation of the

available data indicated that the pote-tial for explosive

deepening increased when the 700 mb equivalent potential

temperature exceeded 3700 K. Sikora was quick to point out,

however, that his results were based on a small data set and

therefore may not be conclusive. Dunnavan (1981) developed

an intensity forecasting technique for northwest Pacific

tropical cyclones which involves monitoring the relationship

between the minimua sea level pressure at the cyclone center

and the central 700 mb equivalent poteatial temperature as

determined by aircraft. Simultaneous pressure and temper-

ature values are plotted verses time on the same graph. The

vertical pressure and temperature axes are oriented, based

on an ampirically derived relationship, so that explosive

deepening is anticipated if the pressure and temperature

traces intersect. This technique has shown some skill and

is currently used operationally by fore-asters at the JTVC.
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C. A PROPOSED INTENSITY CHANGE RELATIONSHIP

There is significant evidence to support the con-ention

that at least some of the change in tropical cyclone in:en-

sity can be directly related to changes in equivalsnt poten-

tial temperature. If this is indeed the case, it can be

assumed that a steady, constant increase in equivalen-t

potential tsmperature would ba associt9i with a steady,

constant decrease in central surface pressure, and there-

fore, an increase in intensity. Likewise, a sudden incrase

in the equivalent potential temperature of the air moving

into the eyewall sight be expected "o produce a subsequent

sudden decrease in surface pressure, and thereby initiate a

period of explosive deepening. Rapid or explosive deepening

may of-ten be due to the arrival, a. the oas - of the eyewall,

of a "pulse" of air of significantly higher squivalent

potential temperatare. These pulsss could be the -esult of

an increase in the strength of the northaast trade winds, a

surge in the souttwest monsoonal flow or areas of anoma-

lously high sea surface temperatures, for example. In each

case the low-level moisture conteat, and therefore

equivalent potential temperat ure, could be increased

significantly.
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If such pulses do exist, it may be possible to dsect

their presence from the reconnaissance aircraft data before

they reach the base of the e.yewall. The detection of a

pulse before it reaches the eyewall might provide a fore-

caster with advance notice that conditions favorable for a

rapid change in intensity were developi.g. Significant lead

time may be possible because a period of time is required

for the latent and sensible heat in the low-level air to be

transported from the ocean surface to the interior of the

eye, where it car. produce the surface pressure drop.

D. ASSUSPTIONS NECESSARY TO EVALUATE IMIENSITY CHAN3E

By compositing rawinscnde data for iaay Atlantic tropi-

cal cyclones, Gray (1979a) was able tc show that ths strong-

est inflow exists below 800 mb within 123 N3 of the tropical

cyclone center (Fig. 9). Thus, the high -quivalsnt poten-

tial temperature air flows toward the e3y-wall in a regicn

which is generally below the flight leval. (700 ob) flown by

the reconnaissance aircraft in the northwest Pacific.

Frank (1977) has determined that the maximum vertical

motion associated with a tropical cyclone also occurs within

120 NH of the cyclone center. Since at least some of the

near-surface air is advected up'uard through the 700 mb
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Figure 9. Composite cross section of -.h . radial wiid

component _(m/s , azimuthally ave.raged, fo_-
wesernAtlantic Oce-an tropical cyclone-s (Gray,

1979a).

level, it is assumed that any fluctua-ions in the- .lear-su_--

face equivalent potential temperature v~uld be refle-cted at

7he 700 mb level where it could be detec-ed by a reconnais-

sance aircraft. detailed analysis of Hurricane Inez by

Hawkins and Imbeabo (1976) shoved that subsantial variation

existed in the horizontal equivalent poten tial to~aperature.

field. Vertical variations, however, appeared to follow a

pattern (Fig. 10). Areas of lover (Or higher) equivalent

potential temperature• at 700 ub appeared to extend

vertically into the regions below 700 uob, as indicated by
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the vertical orientation of the contours. Based 3r :h

Hurricane Inez szudy, the assuupticn is sade that -he =equv-

alent potential temperature at 700 ub is rsla-~ 4!o -

equivalent potential temperature in the rilia1 inf!D 'aye:

below.

HURRICANE INEZ
EQUIVALENT rOTENTIAL TEMPERATURE M't)

U'C

10 40C 0 1 0 2 340

M10 1 itbmo 1976)M.
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Another assumption must be made concerning the averaging

of the data for the 25 tropical cyclones of this study.

Ideally, the tropical cyclones would exhibit axi-symmety

with respect to the temperature and dew point fields (ard,

therefore, the equivalent potential teaperatu.e field) in

the horizontal. If this were the case, then it would be

possible tc assume that an average of the inbound and out-

bound flight leg temperature and dew point values, at a

given radius, wculd be representative of the entire cyclone

for that radius. Clearly, complete symmetry is not often

observed (e. g. the field in Fig. 13 for Hurricane Inez,

1966).

It is assumed that the change in cent=al pressure will

be due to the net zhange in equivalent potential temperature

of the low-level air which is arriving at the eyewall from

all directions. Thus, if high equivalent potential temper-

ature air from one semicircle of the cyclone arrives at the

*yewall at the same time that low equivalent potential

temperature air arrives from the opposite semicircle, they

may tend to offset, so that no significant chaage in the

intensification trend would occur. An average of the equiv-

alent potential teaperatures for the two semicircles in the
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above example would likely result in an equivalent potzn-ial

temperature which would be consistent with a steady develop-

sent trend. However, if high equival.nt potential temper-

ature air arrives from both semicircles, the average of the

two potential temperatures would be large and significant

intensification would be anticipated.

Because the aircraft reconnaissance data of this study

were used to analyze the equivalent potential temperature/

intensity change relationship, it was ancessary t- assume

that the data cbtained for a radial leg were zepresqntative

of the semicircle that they were centerel on. This is prcb-

ably a good assumption for developing :yclones (which are

the main focus of this study|. The assumption begins to

break down, however, as the cyclones begin to fill and

become extratropical.

Equivalent potential temperature vilues are axtre.mely

sensitive to the amount cf water vapo: present in the ai=

Therefore, tc minimize the effects of extreme fluctuations

in moisture associated with random encounters with rain-

bands, the emphasis of the study is on the 30 NM observa-

tions. It was hoped that the relative humidity would be

more consistent in that area since clouds and precipitation

tend to concentrate more uniformly near the cyclone canter.
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moist static energy is a measure of the "total effec-ivs

energy", since it takes into account b2th the sensible and

latent heat contained in an air parcel (Hawkins and Rubsam,

1968). The equation which defines moist static en;.-gy can

take the form:

H CpT + gZ + Lq (11)

where, H m moist static energy per unit mass

p= specifiz heat of try air at constant

pressure

T = air temperature

g = acceleration of gravity

z = height of pressure surface

L = latent heat of condensation

q - mixing ratio of parcel

It can be shown (Holtcn, 1979) that moist static energy

is approximately conserved when equivalent potential temper-

ature is ccnserved. Therefore, moist stitic energy was cal-

culated rather thaa equivalent potential temperature, since

H is more easily evaluated.
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E. EVALUATION OF THE INTENSITY CHANGE RELATIONSHIP

Fourteen of the 25 tropical cyclones of this study had

data records of sufficient length and Ietail to lescribe

their evolution. Four of these 14 cyclones attained surface

central pressures of 911 mb or below following a period of

rapid intensification. The average pressure 1.op was

approximately -1.7 mb/h ( -82.0 mb/48.) h ), which lies

between the rapid and explosive deepening rates defined It

Chapter IV. Graphs of central surface pressure versus time

and averaged 700 ab moist static energy (at 30 M 14) versus

time were prepared for each tropical cyclone. The four rap-

idly deepening cyclones were evaluated because :heir rapid

intensification periods were similar. The remaining 10

cy-clones could not be compared because t iir intensification

and moist static energy trends had very little in common.

However, the graphs of two of these: typhoon Owen and super

typhoon Judy are contrasted with the four rapid deepening

cyclones in subsection 2.

1. tg9q Rapidly _ft~pn~ I rop.cal ;yg~l

An examination of the graphs of the four rapidly

deepening tropical cyclones (Figs. 11-11 indicates that the

moist static energy reached a peak at or just prior to the
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period of rapid deepening, and decreases luring thR subs, -

quent 48 hours. The noteable exception is super typhoon

Irma (Fig. 14) whose 30 NM moist statiz energy continued to

increase during the 48-h deepening phase. I-ma may have

been an atypical cyclone, however, since he: 700 mb eye

temperature never exceeded 20 C. This is very low compared

to the typical values of 26 C or higher which have been

observed for tropical Cyclones of her itensity (JTWZ, 1980

and 1982, for example).

CD \
M 'V;

L] 0  4I

, 11 ," '+

.C.

-a4-

,. "

CoI
S I

! I I I I it

0.0 48.0 96.0 144.0 192.0 240.0 288.0 336.0

TIME FROM FIRST 06 (HOURS)
Figure 11. Pressure and soi static energy vs time curves

for ST Tip. Soq1 curve is surlace pressure and
dashed curve is 700 ab moist static enrgy at 30
NN. Vartical dashed lines indicate 48-h period
of most rapid deepening.
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Figure 14. Similar to Fig. 11, except f r ST Irma

The pressure and moist static energy correlations

indicated in Pigs. 11-14 are consistent with the moist

static energy/intensi-ty change relatinaship discussed in

Chapter IV. The peaks in moist static energy prior to the

rapid deepening phase may indicate the irrival, at the 30 NN

point, of pulses of high equivalant potential temperature

air. The response to these pulses (i. e. rapid surface

pressure drop) occurs during the subsequent 48 h. The

decrease in moist static energy during the 48 h intensifica -

tion period implies that air with lower equivalent potential
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temperature had replaced the high potential tempe-ature air

at 30 N, outside the eyewall. The response to the lower

equivalent potential temperature air (i.e. a pressure rise)

is not manifest until after the rapid intensification period

ends. A sharp pressure rise after the ,inimuz central sur-

face pressure was re-ached, was cbserved In all four cases.

It should be noticed that super typhoon Tip (Fig. 11) ulti-

mately continued to deepen (to a recorl 873 nb) .fter the

initial rapid deepening phase. Immediately after t.he 48-h

deepening period, however, airoraft rezonnaissance revealed

a short-lived period of pressure increase (Fig. 11) which

may correspond to the previous decrease in moist static

energy.

The moist static energy/intensity change relation-

ship presented in Section C sugges-s that a sudden increase

in equivalent potential temperature is associated with a

subsequent decrease in central surfaz- pressure. This

implies that the magnitude of the moist sta- ic energy

change, and the period over which it occurs, say be of

greater importance than the magnitude of the peak value.

The moist static eaergy curves of three of the four rapidly

* deepening tropical cyclones indicated a rapid increase (to a
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peak) prior to the 48-h deepening periol. It can be specu-

lated that the decrease in the moist static energy -f super

typhoon Tip prior to the final rise (Fig. 11) may be due to

smaller scale fluztuations, which were encountered by the

aircraft at 30 NM by chance. Also, it should be noted that

the fourth rapidly deepening typhoon, Irma (Fig. 14), did

not display a sharp jump in moist stitic energy prior to

ripid intensification, but instead followed a steady

increasing trend.

2. jxamples Q!atra1 1 -:h 9-1.11a t io R

Two other tropical cyclones, typhoon Owen (Fig. 15)

and super typhoon Judy (Fig. 16), also experienced abrupt

increases in moist static energy, but these increases occur-

red during, rather than prior to, the deepening phase. The

peak moist static enrgy values were ittained ibou. 24 h

prior to the time of minimum central pressure. Unlike the

four rapidly deepening cyclones above, these two did not

1evelop to maximum intensity during a single rapid deepening

period, but instead, intensified in spurts. This made it

more difficult to evaluate the relationship of moist static

energy change and pressure change. Also, the significant

pressure decreases prior to the rapil increase in moist
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static energy, can nit be explained solely by "hs moist

static energy/intensity relationship proposed In Sc:cicn C.

C;

_ C

CDC

E I +"+_U

Cr)D

EL I Ilo

C-4

0.0 48.0 96.0 144.0 192.0 240.0 288.0 336i.0
TIME FROM FIRST 08 (HOURS)

Figure 15. Similar t.o Fig. 11, except f r TY Oven.

Peak values., r periods of rapid increase f mcis

st.atic .ergy were n~t confined to the :opica 1 cyclone

deve.lopi.ng phase only, as is indicat.ed by Figs. 11-16. In

faCt, the highe-st values and most extreme flucrua-ions of ten

o~curr-.d during the filling stage (Pigs. 11 and 16, fo_-

example) . This may be due to the expansion 3f the

inner-core region (as the tropical cyclone weake-ns) which

could place the 30 NM observations in the high equivalent .
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Figure 16. Similar to Fig. 11, except- '"3 ST Judy.

pot*ential teampe~rat.ure ai- wi.h- t.he. sye.. Also, a general

beakdown in t-he tropical cyclDna s*-rcure dule exra-

tr.opical transition could cause t-he avaragiag assumption --o

become quest Iona bl. ,  especially if the_ cyclone developes

large asymmetries in the horizontal t-ari-turs anrl height

fields. Large differences be.tween suczessi-ve moist s--at.ic

energy observations (which are especially .noticable during

t-he weakening stages) p--obably icise because each

observation provided the t-hermodynamic proper-ties for only

one section of the cyclone. Any one observation may def ine.

thermodynamic values which are radically different- fr om the
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values obtained foc c:her sections of the cyclone wh:ch we-:

observed on previous o. subsequent airzraf: reconnaissancs

aissions. In :h's situation, no one texperatar? or dew

point cbservation =in be thought of as rpresenta:iv: of the

cyclon - as a whole. As previously stated, it was hoped that

this probles could be reduced by consi--rIng moist static

energy changes a: 30 N8, but Pigs. 11-15 indicate that this

procedure was not entirely successful. rather way to mini-

mize this problem would be to examine the moist static

energy changes in spscific quadrants. This technique was

not used for the northwest Pacific data of this study, how-

ever, because the time Feriod between successive observa-

tions in any particular quadrant was too long to permit a

meaningful evaluation of the rapid intensity change

relationship.

3. R e-examiat 4on of the Lnten sity Zhanq, Rj1at-onshi4

Given the central pressure and sist static energy

fluctuations above, it is virtually impssible to correlate

a specific moist static energy change with the subsequent

pressure change. This problem may be compounded by the

variability in the time period between observations and the

differences in the intensification trends of the individual
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cyclones. Typhoon Alice (Fig. 17) aa. super typhoorR3 4.

(?ig. 18) illustrate this problem. A jood co=relation may

exist, but the time and space resolution of the northwest

Pacific aircraft reconnaissance data may nor be high enough

to permit an evalaation of the cause and effect relation-

ship. It is, however, possible to compire the four .apidly

deepening tropical cyclones, because they have something in

common: a 48-h period when they were da_o-iing at a similar

rite. It is assuzed that the processes responsible for the

deepening were the same for ea:h cyclone.

to
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TIME FROM FIRST OB (HOURS]Figure 17. Similar to tig. 11, except f+ r Alice.
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During the tropical cyclone_ deve.loping state, the

assump-.ion of horizontal symme=try in the low-level te.mper-

atture and he.ight fields is probably reasonabie. However,

horizontal moisture. fluctuations appear to be substantial.

Fluctuations in moist static energy are due_ almost entirely

to the latent heat term in (11I), as illus-rated by the

curves of H and dry static energy .(Cpr * gz) for super "

typhoo. Tip (Fig. 19)}. Since the difference b-tween the

curves is the latent heat term (Lq), it is apparent that the

fluctuations in H must be due primarily to the moisture con-

tent of the air. Therefore, the quality of a moist static
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energy estimate is dependent upon how representative the dew

point observations are at a particular radius.

& representative moisture valaa for a particular

radius is the most difficult parameter to determins from the

aircraft data. It had been hoped that non-repr.senta'.ive

dew point cbservations could ba inimizsi by sxami.ing moist

static energy close to the center (30 NI1. However, the dew

point values are highly depenlent upon the location of the

aircraft relative to the convective elazents near the cen-

ter. The rapid fluctuations evident in the moist static

energy curve for super typhoon Tip's zoist static en'rgy

curve (Fig. 19) !uriag the filling stage are also probably

due to this effect.

The areal extent of a pulse of high qquivalent

potential temperature air may also be as important as the

magnitude of the moist static energy. A narrcw pulsq of

high eaergy air tay have little effect on changing the

intensificaticn trend of the entire tropical cyclone. To

determine whather a sudden increase in moist static energy

at 30 NN was associated with a pulse of significant horizon-

tal extent, curves of moist static energy versus time for

radii from 0 to 120 No were constructeS. If peaks in the
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Figure 19. M1oist static ener y (H) and di;y static energy
(CpT+gz) versus time for ST U~p.

moist static energy curves at 30 NM( coiacided with peaks at

60 NM or 90 MIM, it would give in indication of the wi-dth of

the approaching pulse. The increase in the moist static

energy of typhoon Viola (Fig. 20) at 30 NM1, prior to the

period of most rapidl deepening, Is reflecti at 60 NNl, and

possibly at 90 NMl. In the case of super typhoon. rip (Fig.

21), however, it 4is questionable whether the smaller peaks

*at 60 and 90 NMl are actually a reflectio3n of the peak at 30

* Ni. The peak in the 30 NM1 moist static energy of super

typhoon Kim (Fig. 22) prior to rapid deepening appears to be
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reflected out to 120 NN. However, the amplitude of t.*e peak

becomes quite small at the larger radii. Although *.yphoo.

Irma did not reach a definite peak prior to rapid Is-_ening,

her rapid deepening is probably keyed to the s-eaiy increase

in moist static energy at 30 NK during that period. But

this steady increase is only weakly (if at all) reflected in

the curves for greater radii (Fig. 23) . Typhoon &lioe (Fig.

24) is an example of a tropical cyolone which di1 no:

undergo a significant period of rapid da.pening. the moist

static energy curves do not crrelate well with the excep-

tion of a brief period when she had reacahd maximum inten-

sity (centered near 144 h). The implication of Figs. 20-24

i- that a pulse of high equivalent potential air which is

large enough to induce a periol of rapid deepening aust no-

only be evident at 30 NM, but must be reflected a- the 60 .NM

or greater radii as well.

There is a problem whizh arises, however, when air-

craft data from cyclones of different sizes are anaiyzed.

For example, super typhoon Tip (Fig. 211 and super typhoon

Rita (Fig. 25) attained similar miniaam central surface

pressures (876 mb for Rita; 870 mb for Tip), but they dif-

fared significantly in size. Rita was in extremely compact
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system, with a 30 kt wind radius of less than 185 Ni. On th-

other hand, Tip was the largest tropical cycl.ons ever

observed, with a 30 kt wind radius of 600 NM (Danavan and

Diercks, 1980). This size difference is manifest in their

moist static energy curves. Fluctuations in Rita's moist

static energy curve at 30 NM are only weakly (.f at all)

rifiec.ed at radii greater than 30 .. The fiuctua:i.ons in,

Tip's moist static energy at 30 NM, however, arm strongly

reflected at greater radii. Th6s Is most noticeable from

the 96 h point until dissipation.

The size difference is further illustrated by corre-

lations of the 30 NN moist static energy value with the val-

ues at 60, 90 and 120 NM for Tip (Fig. 26) and Rita (Fig.

27). The correliticn coefficients for Tip are generally

higher than those for Rita. This is especially noticeable

when the 30/60 NM correlation curves for the developing

phase (curves labelled c) are comparetd. For both cyclones,

the best overall correlations are for the weakening phases

(curves labelled a). The very high coafficiants for Tip

(0.92 or greater) illustrate the strong influence of the

central region, which extends out to at least 120 NM. In

contrast, the corresponding smaller coefficients for Rita
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?. gure 26. Correlati'on of ST Tip's 30 44~ mois-r st--L
energy wi.th corresponding mis-: statia snz-rgy
values at 30, 60 90 and 120 N3 . Curve (a) I
correlation of ooservations obtained after
maximus intenst was reached; curve (b) is
correlation of all ob servat-1.3rs; curve (C) is
correlation of observations Dbtained p?:-or to
she time of maximum intensi:y.

(0.60 to 0.146) imdicate that the influeace of the certer

region decreases rapidly with distance from the center.

These two cases illustrate a significant problem

which can not be resolved with the available ai4-czaft recon-

naissance data. rt is impossible to letarmine the dimen-

* I,

sions of a high potential temperature pulse If the data are
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Figure 27. Similar to ?ig. 26, eXcep- foZ ST Rita.

always restricted to observation points at 30 N1i intervals

from the 120 NM point to tho =qnter, without regard to the

variability in size of the cyclones. In the case of

extremely large tropical cyclones (e.g. rip), the influence

of the cyclone's canter may extend to beyond 120 NM, making

it difficult to determine the size of a pulse which is mov-

ing into the cyclone from the environment. Likewise, 30 NM

=&solution may be too coarse to permit the detecticn of
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subtle changes in the moist static energy in the viciri-y of

an extremely comoact cyclone (e. g. Rita).

. suM r

Clearly, a change in the eguivalent potential

temperature is not the only mechanism which is related to

tropical cyclone levelopment. Upper-lavel divergence and

changes in angular momentum, for example., may also be impor-

tar.t. Periods of rapid deepening which aight be expected to

occur due to changes in equivalent potential temperat-ure may

not develop because of an unfavorable uppe-level divergence

pattern. It was not possible to determine when th, fluctua-

tions of moist static energy a-. a particular radius

reflected a genuine increase. The non-rapr.sentativeness of

the moist static energy values could be reduced, but not

eliminated, by analyzing 30 NM data. It is thus concluded

that it is not possible to fully evaluate the moist static

energy/intensity change relationship using the limited

northwest Pacific tropical cyclone data.
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V. CON Z§O_ S

An analysis of the reconnaissance iircraft data of 25

northwest Pacific tropical cyclones produced results which

are consistent with empirical relationships obtained by ear-

lier researchers with Atlantic tropical cyclones. The

mass-wind fields of the cyclones daterainel from these air-

craft data were found tc satisfy a cyzlostrophic balance

relationship. However, an examination of RMS ind bias

errors of observed winds versus winds zalculated from the

mass field rqvealed that a gradient balance realtionshlp was

slightly more accurate, as was 3iticipat.3 (Holton, 1979).

The aircraft reconnaissance data were also used to eval-

uate a long establisha.d wind-radius relationship:

VrX C

Shea and Gray (1972) obtained a value for x, using Atlantic

tropical cyclone data, of O.'7(+/-0.3) for radii outside the

radius of maximum wind (RMW). For the 25 northwest Pacific

tropical cyclones 5f this study, an x value of 0.47 (+/-0.2)

was calculated. Riehl (1963) also justified a value of x of

0.5 by assuming a surface tangential stress-wind speed
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relationship and that the curl of the tangantial fricticnal

drag was equal to zero. The value of 0.47 calculated by

this study, and by She& and Gray (1972) , does not

necessarily verify Rishl's theoretical results, since his

relationship involves surface tangential stress which may

not apply in regions above the boundary layer.

Malkus and Riehl (1960) have shown that a change in the

equivalent potential temperature at the base of the eyewall

is directly prcportional to the associated change in surface

pressure. Based on this finding, a relationship was sought

between sudden increases in equivalent potential temperature

(a "pulse") at the base of the eyawall and subsequent

decreases in central surface pressure. An evalua:Ion of the

surface pressure changes associated with four rapidly deep-

ening tropical cyclones indicated that & build-up in moist

static energy (directly related to equivalent potential

temperature) cccurred just prior to a 48-h period of rapid

deepening. Likewise, a subsequent drop in moist static

energy luring the 18-h deepening phase appeared to correlate

with a later pressure rise in three of the four cases. How-

ever, the results of only four cases are not sufficient to

establish a causality relationship.
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The conclusive evidence needed to vurify a relationship

between moist static energy change and intensity change

might be obtained through more extensive aircraft reconnais-

sance. It would be necessary to obtain complete low-level

moist static energy data around the outsile of the eyewall

at closely spaced intervals. lhis would reduce the problem

of having to determine an average low-level moist static

energy value for the entire tropical cyclone based on only

one or two observations at 700 ub. Also, if the observa-

tions were obtained at closely small time intervals, it

would be less likely that a significant "pulse" would pass

undetected.

In summary, a large amount of aircraft reconnaissance

data from the vicinity of northwest Pacific tropical

cyclones has been collected over the past 20 years by air-

craft of the 54th Weather Reconnaissance Squadron. Although

the observations are usually restricted to the 700 b level,

they can still provide useful information on the structure

of tropical cyclones. The quality, but not quantity, of

this data is on a par with the high density data collected

by research aircraft in the Atlantic region. Also, there is

some indication that significant changes in the
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intensification trend of tropical cyclones are =elated to

changes in the moist static energy of the low-level air. it

may be possible to correlate the relationship during pcs.--

a~alysis, but the significant fluctuations that can occur

are often too ambiguous to allow a foracaster to use most

static energy as an operational intgnsi.ty fo~ecast tool.
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